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As the primary contributor to the urban heat island effect, the construction land

can be used to understand the spatial variation characteristics of the thermal

landscape within the city at the microscopic scale. Taking the main urban area of

Xi’an as the study area, this paper divides the minimum urban land unit by using

OpenStreetMap (OSM) road network data and employs the kernel density

analysis method based on Point of interest (POI) data to construct seven types

of urban functional blocks. Furthermore, this paper also establishes a thermal

landscape footprint characterization model to investigate the impact range of

thermal landscape footprint for various types of functional blocks and

quantitatively evaluate the spatial variation characteristics of urban thermal

landscape, which is of great significance to the enhancement of urban

ecological environment. The study indicates that: (1) The spatial distribution of

urban functional blocks presents highly coupled characteristics with POI kernel

density. (2) The surface thermal landscapes of seven types of urban functional

blocks are predominantly medium-temperature and sub-high-temperature

pixels, with the mean values of thermal fields ranked as logistics and storage

blocks > industrial development blocks > transportation hub blocks >

comprehensive service blocks > residential and living blocks > commercial and

business blocks > strategic reserved blocks. (3) Apart from the strategic reserved

blocks, the remaining urban functional blocks can produce thermal diffusion

phenomena to the surrounding areas, and their thermal landscape footprints are

obviously differentiated, with their influence ranges ranked as industrial

development blocks > logistics and storage blocks > comprehensive service

blocks > residential and living blocks > commercial and business blocks >

transportation hub blocks. The findings of the study can provide scientific

guidance for both the enhancement of urban ecological environment as well

as the rational planning and layout of the city.
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1 Introduction

The fundamental concept of “urban heat island” is defined as a

phenomenon in which the temperature inside the city is

significantly higher than that in the surrounding suburbs, and is

mainly influenced by both natural and anthropogenic factors

(Manley, 1958). As global warming intensifies over the years and

urbanization continues to increase, the emergence of a series of

issues such as resource shortage, environmental degradation, traffic

congestion, and excessive population density has had a remarkable

negative impact on urban development. In this regard, the “13th

Five-Year Plan” for National Ecological Protection has pointed out

that one of the major ecological issues faced by China is the limited

role of urban ecosystems in mitigating the thermal environmental

effects of cities. Furthermore, the “14th Five-Year Plan” also

explicitly proposed to improve the planning and coordination

mechanism in the field of ecological civilization, to build an

ecological civilization system, and to promote the comprehensive

green transformation of economic and social development.

Against this background, mitigating the urban heat island effect

has already become a critical link in promoting the well-being of

humankind, new urbanization construction as well as green

economic development.

Cities are the geospatial carriers of production and social

activities conducted by human in the process of social

development. Consequently, various ecological and environmental

issues that arise in the urbanization process are closely related to the

anthropogenic role of urban landscape patterns. Geographically,

urbanization can be manifested as a change in the structure and

function of land use/surface cover types, which is specifically

characterized by the transformation of natural landscapes such as

vegetation and water systems into artificial underlying surface

composed of elements such as cement, asphalt and metals

(Zhuang et al., 2019). During this process, the evapotranspiration

of vegetation is diminished, the ground heat radiation, heat transfer

and heat storage are changed, combined with the release and

transmission of anthropogenic heat from human activities,

resulting in significant effects on the spatial distribution of the

urban thermal environment (Li et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2013; Yue

and Xu, 2013; Rossi et al., 2014). As an interdisciplinary research

field of geography, ecology and economics, urban thermal

environment mainly involves various directions such as

quantitative methods (Wan and Li, 1997; Qin et al., 2001), spatial

and temporal evolution characteristics (Yao et al., 2017; Qiao et al.,

2019), driving factors (Giorgio et al., 2017; Singh et al., 2017; Zheng

and Weng, 2018) and different scales (Orlanski, 1975) according to

the differences in the emphasis of each research direction. This

paper mainly discusses the spatial variation of urban thermal

landscape based on microscopic scale.

Abundant research findings have been achieved by a large

number of scholars both domestically and internationally around

the impact of land use/cover change on the urban thermal

environment. Estoque et al. (2017) analyzed the relationship

between surface temperature and impervious surface and

greenfield spatial patterns in metropolitan areas such as

Bangkok, Jakarta, and Manila. The findings indicated that the
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average surface temperature showed a significant positive

correlation with impervious surfaces and was about 3 degrees

Celsius higher than that of greenfield areas (Estoque et al., 2017).

Singh et al. (2017) explored the effect of land use change on the

urban thermal field, and the findings indicated that the

temperature in areas with dense buildings was significantly

higher than that in areas covered by vegetation and water bodies,

and the ecological index was worst in highly urbanized areas in the

central part of the city. Through analyzing the dynamic change

characteristics of urban heat island effect and the relationship

between heat island effect and land change in Wuhan City in the

last 10 a, Liu et al. (2017) showed that the heat island area

presented a trend of expansion from the old city to the new city,

and the increase in the area of construction land was an important

influencing factor for the expansion of urban heat island intensity

area. According to the investigation of the relationship between the

distribution of heat island effect grades and land cover types in

three cities of Jinan, Wuhan and Chongqing by Yi et al. (2018), it

was found that urban construction land was the major contributor

to the urban heat island effect, however, the land cover types that

could best mitigate the urban heat island effect were not exactly the

same. Guo et al. (2020) revealed that NDBI was highly correlated

with surface temperature via analyzing the relationship between

changes in different land use types and surface temperature in

Ganjingzi District, Dalian City, and that the expansion of urban

areas had a greater role in influencing the thermal environment. By

using Xi’an city as the study area, Huang et al. (2022) conducted a

systematic analysis of the relationship among changes in land use

scale, structure and morphology and changes in the thermal

environment, whose findings pointed out that changes in the

area share of arable land and construction land were positively

correlated with changes in surface temperature, and that the high

dominance and agglomeration of the patchy landscape of these two

was a critical factor in the increase in surface temperature and the

deterioration of the thermal environment, while forest and

grassland as well as water bodies had a significant cooling effect

(Huang et al. 2022). Qiao et al. (2022) proposed an algorithm for

the contribution of urban thermal environment change based on

land use type, and quantified the contribution of land use type

change to urban thermal environment change for each city in the

Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei urban agglomeration on this basis.

Furthermore, the study also pointed out that the contribution of

arable land, urban construction land and rural settlements to urban

thermal environment change was more significant, and the unit

contribution intensity of human activities to urban thermal

environment change was much higher than that of natural

climate (Qiao et al., 2022). To summarize, as a collection

containing various types of land (residential land, public

administration and public service land, commercial and service

land, industrial and mining land, etc.), the significant influence of

construction land on the spatial distribution of urban thermal

environment is self-explanatory. By studying the influence of

different types of construction land on the urban thermal

landscape, the spatial variation characteristics of the thermal

landscape within the city can be learned at the microscopic scale,

which provides scientific guidance for the improvement of the
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urban ecological environment and the rational planning and layout

of the city.

Over recent years, numerous scholars have been using point-of-

interest (POI) (Zhang et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022), social media data

(Chen et al., 2018; He et al., 2020), mobile phone signaling data

(Zhong et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2020), vehicle trajectory data (Yang

et al., 2020) and other massive amounts of big data for “urban

computing” (Zheng, 2015), to achieve urban functional block

identification, population movement characteristics research, and

so forth. In particular, the POI is a point-like spatial data for

representing geographical entities (government, schools, hospitals,

shops, neighborhoods, etc.) in GIS, each of which consists of

objective attribute features (name, address, type, etc.) and location

features, and the geographical entities it represents are mostly the

primary places of human activities in the city. By recording the

precise geographical coordinates of urban facilities and quantitative

information on human activities, this data can reflect the intensity

and type of human activities at a fine scale. According to existing

studies on urban heat island effect, POI data can reflect the heat

source intensity of human activities in cities, and can be

complemented with remote sensing imagery as an effective data

source for fine-scale studies on the urban heat island (Han et al.,

2017). On this basis, this paper identifies different types of

functional blocks in the city based on POI data, and studies the

spatial variability characteristics of the thermal landscape of

different functional blocks in the city. The identification of urban

functional blocks requires the acquisition of the minimum urban

land unit, and in urban planning and design, the land unit formed

by road network connections is generally taken as the fundamental

urban unit. The land unit divided on the basis of the road network

takes into account the actual distribution of urban roads and, for the

identification of urban functional blocks, units with the same socio-

economic function are more meaningful and the block division is

more reasonable.

With the main urban area of Xi’an as the study area, this study

uses Landsat 8 remote sensing imagery to invert the urban surface
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 03
temperature and divides the minimum urban land unit by using

OpenStreetMap (OSM) road network data. Meanwhile, this study

also combines the urban zoning standards of territorial spatial

planning, constructs seven types of urban functional blocks by

using the kernel density analysis method based on POI data, and

creates the thermal landscape footprint characterization model.

Moreover, this study also investigates the impact range of the

thermal landscape footprint of each type of functional blocks,

quantitatively evaluates the spatial variation characteristics of the

urban thermal landscape, and achieves the exploration of the urban

thermal landscape from the whole to the local and from the macro

to the micro, which is of great significance to the enhancement of

the urban ecological environment.
2 Data and methods

2.1 Overview of the study area

The study area of this paper covers the main urban area of

Xi’an, which is mainly the area within the Xi’an Ring Expressway,

including seven districts within Xi’an (Xincheng District, Beilin

District, Lianhu District, Weiyang District, Yanta District,

Baqiao District and Chang’an District) as well as a small part of

Qindu District in Xianyang City, with a total area of about 457km².

Located in the Guanzhong Basin in the central Weihe River

Basin, Xi’an is characterized by a warm-temperate semi-humid

continental monsoon climate with warm and dry springs, hot and

rainy summers, mild autumns, and cold and foggy winters. The

schematic diagram of the study area is shown in Figure 1.

With the rapid development of the city in recent years, Xi’an has

faced increasingly serious ecological and environmental issues, with

high temperatures in summer hitting record levels several times. In

2017, Xi’an became the first provincial capital city whose high

temperature in summer exceeded 40°C and ranked among the top

three cities in China in terms of the number of high temperature
FIGURE 1

Overview of the study area.
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days in a row. Hence, it is of great significance to study the

evolutionary characteristics of the thermal landscape in the main

urban area of Xi’an and propose mitigation measures.
2.2 Data sources

2.2.1 Remote sensing data
This paper used the Landsat 8 remote sensing imagery data

(satellite orbit number Path&Row: 127-365) to perform the

inversion of the surface temperature of Xi’an City. Based on the

imaging, this study selected the imagery of May 30, 2021, with the

satellite transit time around 03:19 (GMT+8). The imagery data were

of high quality at this time and were basically cloud-free within the

study area, which could better reflect the actual conditions of the

surface. The Landsat imagery data were downloaded from the

United States Geological Survey (USGS) website (https://

glovis.usgs.gov) and were pre-processed for radiometric

calibration and atmospheric correction.

This article selects MODIS land surface temperature product

MOD11A1 to verify the accuracy of the surface temperature

retrieved from Landsat data. Its spatial resolution is 1km, and its

temporal resolution is 1 day, including daytime and nighttime

temperatures. MODIS data is downloaded from the United States

Geological Survey website (https://glovis.usgs.gov).
2.2.2 POI data
The POI data (including name, type and coordinate attributes)

used in this paper were all programmatically captured through the

application programming interface provided by Baidu Maps and

were obtained on June 1, 2021. A total of 165,739 POI data in JSON

format of 28 types, including restaurants, shopping centers, schools,

residences, and others, were captured under the coordinate system

of Baidu Maps. After analyzing the JSON data, this study obtained

the POI point vector data in ESRI Shape format and established the

geographic coordinate system.

OSM road network data: OSM is designed to provide users with

free and easily accessible digital map resources, and is the most

preferred spontaneous geographic information at present. OSM

road data has high accuracy in positioning and topology, and can be

downloaded from the official website of OpenStreetMap.
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2.3 Methods

2.3.1 Surface temperature inversion
The mono-window algorithm was derived by Qin et al. (2001)

as an algorithm to invert the surface temperature using the Landsat

TM/ETM+ 6th band data based on the surface thermal radiation

transport and conduction equation, which requires three

parameters: the average atmospheric operating temperature, the

atmospheric transmittance, and the surface emissivity. The

calculation formula is as follows:

Ts = ½a(1 − C − D) + (b(1 − C − D) + C + D)T6 − DTa�=C (1)

Where Ts is the actual surface temperature (K); a and b are

constants, being −67.355351 and 0.458606, respectively; C and D

are intermediate variables, C = ϵt and D = (1 − t)[1 + (1 − ϵ)t], in
which ϵ is the surface emissivity and t is the atmospheric

transmittance; T6 is the brightness temperature (K) of the pixel

detected by the sensor at the satellite altitude; Ta is the average

atmospheric operating temperature.

In order to verify the surface temperature results obtained from

inversion, this paper used MODIS data from the corresponding

time period, with imaging time on the same day as Landsat data.

Meteorological station data is discrete data, and there are few

stations with uneven distribution. Considering the difficulty and

practicality of data acquisition, this article does not use

meteorological station data as the verification object. Due to the

MODIS data resolution of 1km and the Landsat inversion of surface

temperature data resolution of 30m, the study area was divided into

a grid of 3000m×3000m using fishing net tools in ArcGIS software,

and the average MODIS surface temperature values and Landsat

surface temperature values within each grid were calculated and

compared for their differences.

2.3.2 Urban thermal landscape grading
The mean-standard deviation method classifies urban thermal

landscape grades by using the combination of the mean value of

surface temperature and different standard deviation multiples. The

thermal landscape grades in this paper are divided into 6 levels, namely:

low temperature zone, sub-medium temperature zone, medium

temperature zone, sub-high temperature zone, high temperature zone

and extra-high temperature zone, which are assigned with values of 1–6

respectively. The classification criteria are shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1 The grade classification of urban thermal landscape.

Thermal landscape pixel value Thermal landscape grade Calculation formula

1 Low temperature zone T < Tmean − 2:5Tstd

2 Sub-medium temperature zone Tmean − 2:5Tstd < T ≤ Tmean − 1:5Tstd

3 Medium temperature zone Tmean − 1:5Tstd < T ≤ Tmean

4 Sub-high temperature zone Tmean < T ≤ Tmean + 1:5Tstd

5 High temperature zone Tmean + 1:5Tstd < T ≤ Tmean + 2:5Tstd

6 Extra-high temperature zone T > Tmean + 2:5Tstd
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2.3.3 Classification of urban functional blocks
2.3.3.1 Classification of the minimum urban unit based on
OSM road network

The irregular grid composed by the road network was used as

the fundamental unit to undertake urban functions. Since the

original OSM road network data was too redundant and the

trunk roads were bi-directional, there were some topological

errors and invalid data, so it was necessary to optimize the

original OSM road network data. In this study, the highways,

trunk roads, first-class roads, second-class roads and third-class

roads in the OSM road network data were extracted, and the

topology of the road network was processed, which mainly

included extending the unconnected roads and trimming the

suspended roads, and the centerline of the original two-lane trunk

roads were extracted and simplified to form a clearly connected

urban road network, as well as generating the minimum urban unit

surface. After visual interpretation and comparison of the

optimized OSM road network data with the Gaode map, the

overall consistency is high and can be used for subsequent

analysis. The OSM road network before and after optimization is

shown in Figure 2.
2.3.3.2 Kernel density analysis

The kernel density analysis method derived from the Tobler’s

First Law of Geography, that is, the closer the location to the core

elements the greater the density expansion value it obtains (Wang

et al., 2019), which reflects the characteristics of spatial

heterogeneity and the decay of central intensity with distance.

Not only can this method reflect the detailed features, but also

can avoid the interference of subjective disturbing factors in a

limited way (Yu et al., 2016), and it is widely used in the field of

density estimation of geographic phenomena with typical

continuous geographic characterist ics , such as urban

infrastructure services and risk assessment of traffic sections

(Elgammal et al., 2002). The kernel density analysis is calculated

as follows:
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f (s) =on
i=1

1
h2

j(
s − ci
h

) (2)

Where f(s) is the kernel density estimation function located at

position s, h is the attenuation value, also known as the bandwidth;

ci is the position of the ith POI point; n is the number of POI points

whose path distance from position s is no more than h; and j is the

predetermined kernel function.

According to the different distribution conditions of each POI

point, the formula of bandwidth h can be deduced as follows:

h = 0:9�min(SD,
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1= ln 2� Dm

p
)� N−2 (3)

Where SD is the standard distance between the average center

of the point and all points, which is calculated as formula (4); Dm is

the median distance between the average center of the point and all

points; N is the total number of POIs.

SD =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
on

i=1(xi − �X)2=N +on
i=1(yi − �Y)2=N

q
(4)

Where SD and N have the same meaning as above; xi and yi are

the coordinates of the ith POI point; X and Y are the average central

point coordinates of the POI point, respectively.

2.3.3.3 Quantitative identification of urban functional blocks

This paper divided the POI data into the following seven categories

of functional blocks according to the “Guidelines for the Preparation of

Municipal Land and Space General Planning” and the “Guidelines for

the Land and Space Survey, Planning & Use Control and Classification

of Land and Sea Use”. Furthermore, this paper also combined with

AMAP for fine optimization, and supplemented the information of

some block units in the suburbs of cities where POI was not captured.

The specific classification criteria are shown in Table 2.

The kernel density of POIs with different densities was

segmented according to the urban unit divided by OSM data, and

then the proportion of the kernel density for each type of POI

within the road network unit was calculated for identifying each

functional block. The calculation formula is as follows:
FIGURE 2

The comparison chart before and after OSM road network data optimization.
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Mi = Ni=D� 100% (5)

Where Mi is the frequency density of type i POI; Ni is the sum

of the kernel density of type i POI; D is the sum of all

kernel densities.

When the frequency density of a certain type of POI is ≥ 50%,

the unit is identified as a single functional block; when the

frequency density of a certain type of POI is < 50%, the block is

subdivided in combination with AMAP; and when the frequency

density of all types of POI is 0, which means that the block has no

POI data temporarily and is generally an area to be developed, then

it is identified as a strategic reserved block.

2.3.4 Thermal landscape footprint
characterization model

The actual impact area in the high temperature urban areas

covered by construction land often exceeds its physical coverage

boundary. The concept of urban heat island effect footprint was first

proposed by Zhou et al. (2015). It was defined as a continuous

distribution area with significant urban heat island effect on a

gradient from urban built-up areas to rural or suburban areas. By

developing an urban thermal landscape footprint characterization

model, this paper investigates the impact range of thermal

landscape footprint of different types of urban functional blocks.

The multi-ring buffer zone (ring spacing is 500m and the number of

rings is 10) was established based on various types of urban

functional blocks obtained from OSM road network and POI

data, and the gradient change characteristics of thermal landscape

on various types of blocks were quantitatively analyzed. The

calculation formula is as follows:

DTi =
oN

k=1Tik

N
−o

M
k=1Tak

M
(6)

Where DTi is the difference of thermal field averages between

the ith ring buffer of the urban functional block and the whole

study area; Tik is the kth pixel thermal landscape level of the ith
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ring buffer of the urban functional block; N is the total number of

pixels in the ith ring buffer; Tak is the kth pixel thermal landscape

level in the study area;M is the total number of pixels in the study

area. DTi can reflect the impact range of the thermal landscape

footprint of the urban functional block; when DTi>0, the average

value of the thermal field within the buffer area i is larger than the

average value of the whole area, then the buffer area belongs to the

impact range of the thermal landscape footprint of the urban

functional block; when DTi<0, it is considered that the thermal

landscape footprint of the urban functional block cannot affect

this area.
2.4 Study framework

This article takes the main urban area of Xi’an as the research

area, uses OSM road network data to divide the minimum urban

land use units, constructs 7 types of urban functional blocks based

on POI data of interest points, and establishes a thermal landscape

footprint characterization model to study the impact range of

thermal landscape footprints of various functional blocks, and

finally quantitatively evaluates the spatial differentiation

characteristics of urban thermal landscape. The overall research

framework of this study is shown in Figure 3.
3 Spatial distribution characteristics of
urban thermal landscape

The surface temperature of the study area on May 30, 2021 was

obtained in this study based on Landsat imagery data with the

inversion of the above-mentioned mono-window algorithm

developed by Qin Zhihao. The blue area in the figure indicates

the area with lower surface temperature, and the gradual change

from blue to red indicates the progressive increase of surface

temperature, as shown in Figure 4. According to the inversion
TABLE 2 POI data classification.

Urban functional
zoning Definition POI category

Residential and living
blocks

Areas with the primary functional orientation of residential buildings and
residential support facilities.

Residential communities, villas, community centers

Comprehensive service
blocks

Areas with the primary functional orientation of providing administrative offices,
cultural, educational, medical and comprehensive commercial services.

Supermarkets, shopping centers, restaurants, hotels,
government agencies, hospitals, schools, etc.

Commercial and business
blocks

Areas with the primary functional orientation of providing commercial and
business offices and other employment opportunities.

Office buildings, banks, insurance companies, etc.

Industrial development
blocks

Areas with the primary functional orientation of industry and its supporting
industries.

Factories, industrial estates, etc.

Logistics and storage
blocks

Areas with the primary functional orientation of logistics and storage and their
supporting industries.

Logistics parks, warehouses, etc.

Transportation hub blocks
Areas with the primary functional orientation of large-scale transportation facilities

such as airports, ports, and railroad passenger and freight stations.
Train stations, high-speed railway stations, bus

stations, etc.

Strategic reserved blocks Areas reserved for the control of significant strategic functions of the city.
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results, the average surface temperature in the study area was

38.93°C, with the lowest being 23.34°C and the highest being

55.19°C. After statistics, the average difference between the land

surface temperature retrieved based on Landsat and the land surface

temperature of MODIS products is 0.16°C, which indicates that the

land surface temperature retrieved by Landsat has a high accuracy

and is suitable for the study of urban thermal landscape.

Simultaneously, the mean-standard deviation method was used to

classify the thermal landscape grades, as shown in Figure 5A. Since

water bodies, woodlands, and others can cover the influence of

construction land on the surface temperature (Zhu et al., 2017), it is

necessary to remove the woodlands and water bodies and other

pixels when calculating and analyzing the thermal landscape

footprint, as shown in Figure 5B.

Among the six types of thermal landscapes, the sub-high

temperature zone, high temperature zone and extra-high

temperature zone are the dominant factors in the urban heat

island, and these three types of thermal landscapes jointly
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constitute the “urban heat island landscape”. As can be observed

from Figure 5B, a large number of low and sub-medium

temperature zones in the original thermal landscape are found

near water bodies (Ba River, Chan River, Hancheng Lake, etc.) and

green land parks (Tang Paradise, Qujiang Pool Relic Park, Xi’an

Botanical Garden, etc.). The “urban heat island landscape” is

formed in the center of the city, in particular, the industrial and

logistic parks in the western and northern suburbs of the city gather

a large number of pixels from extra-high temperature zones. After

eliminating the pixels of water bodies, woodlands and grasslands,

the spatial distribution characteristics of the thermal landscape

changed significantly. Statistics of the thermal landscape pixels

before and after elimination (Table 3) indicated that the number

of pixels in the low and sub-medium temperature zones decreased

significantly, the urban heat island landscape pixels changed

slightly, and the percentage of high temperature pixels all

increased. After the quantitative statistics of the mean value of

thermal landscape pixels, it was found that the mean value of the
FIGURE 3

Research framework diagram.
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original thermal landscape pixels was 3.50, and the mean value of

the thermal landscape pixels after eliminating water bodies and

woodlands was 3.58. Consequently, water bodies, woodlands and

other surfaces have a certain covering effect on the urban thermal

landscape, and the elimination of these pixels can make the

subsequent study more precise.
4 Spatial distribution characteristics of
urban thermal landscape

4.1 Distribution characteristics of urban
functional blocks

This paper divided different types of functional blocks in the

study area based on OSM road network and POI data, and compare

the identification results of urban functional blocks with the

planning map of the “Xi’an Overall Plan (2008–2020)”, indicating

a high overall consistency as shown in Figure 6. This paper divided
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different types of functional blocks in the study area based on OSM

road network and POI data, as shown in Figure 6. Among the seven

types of functional blocks, the relationship of area share is

residential and living blocks (59.78%) > comprehensive service

blocks (16%) > strategic reserved blocks (12.44%) > industrial

development blocks (6.20%) > commercial and business blocks

(3.35%) > logistics and storage blocks (1.42%) > transportation hub

blocks (0.82%). Among them, the residential and living blocks have

a wide coverage and are densely distributed, and are the major

functional blocks of the study area; the comprehensive service

blocks mainly provide supporting services to the residential and

living blocks, and thus form a spatial pattern of continuous

distribution in the center and small blocks with multiple cores

near the residential and living blocks; as the Hi-tech Industries

Development Zone is the economic and industrial center of Xi’an, it

is also a gathering place for commercial and administrative

enterprises, and thus the commercial and business blocks present

a spatial pattern with the Hi-tech Industries Development Zone as

the core and other areas as the scattered distribution; the industrial
FIGURE 5

The spatial distribution of the thermal environment landscape. (A) Original thermal landscape. (B) Thermal landscape after removing water body and
woodland.
FIGURE 4

Surface temperature inversion results.
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development blocks, logistics and storage blocks as well as the

strategic reserved blocks have similar distribution characteristics

and are far away from the densely populated areas of the downtown,

mainly distributed in the relatively less densely populated areas

around the Ring Expressway, with more distribution in Weiyang

District and the western part of Yanta District.
4.2 Spatial pattern characteristics of
thermal landscape in different urban
functional blocks

This paper categorized and obtained the distribution pattern of

thermal landscape under various types of urban functional blocks

based on the data of urban thermal landscape and functional blocks,

and counted the thermal landscape grade data under various types

of urban functional blocks. As shown in Table 4, the average values

of surface thermal landscape of different types of urban functional

blocks are significantly different, and the relationship of their sizes is

logistics and storage blocks (4.19) > industrial development blocks

(4.15) > transportation hub blocks (3.73) > comprehensive service

blocks (3.69) > residential and living blocks (3.53) > commercial

and business blocks (3.48) > strategic reserved blocks (3.33). The

surface thermal landscape within the seven types of urban

functional blocks is dominated by the medium temperature and

sub-high temperature zone pixels, and the distribution of thermal

landscape pixels in the low temperature zone is not significant.

Among them, the percentage distribution of surface thermal

landscape grade in residential and living blocks, commercial and

business blocks, and strategic reserved blocks is relatively similar,

and the percentage of urban heat island landscape pixels all exceed

50% and the percentage of medium temperature zone pixels is

higher. This can be attributed to the fact that most of the residential

communities are internally covered with landscaping (the national

standard is not less than 30%), while the strategic reserved blocks

are basically undeveloped bare land or grassland, so the ground

cover as green land provides a certain degree of cooling effect to the

city. Industrial development blocks, logistics and storage blocks and

transportation hub blocks are covered by more high temperature

pixels, and industrial production activities with high energy
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consumption and high emission are the dominant activities inside

the industrial estates, whose daily production of exhaust gas and

wastewater have a greater impact on the urban thermal

environment. At the same time, as the most significant and basic

activity in logistics, a large number of logistics vehicles in

transportation emit greenhouse gases, including carbon dioxide.

For this reason, the high temperature phenomenon on the surface

of the logistics and storage blocks is more remarkable. Inside the

transportation hub blocks are the railway station, high-speed

railway station and long-distance bus station, which are

responsible for the external transportation of the city, and the

daily flow of people is large and crowded, so the heat generation is

also relatively high.

As shown in Figure 7, in terms of spatial pattern distribution,

the residential and living blocks, the comprehensive service blocks

and the commercial and business blocks form a more significant

heat island landscape pattern, basically presenting a distribution

pattern of high temperature in the center and gradually lower in the

periphery. The high temperature pixels of the industrial

development blocks and the logistics and storage blocks are in the

area around the Ring Expressway, which coincides with the

distribution pattern of industrial POI within their functional

blocks. The thermal landscape pixels at all grades in the

transportation hub blocks and the strategic reserved blocks are

relatively well distributed, with no significant differences in

spatial structure.
5 Characteristics of thermal landscape
footprint variability under urban
functional blocks

The actual impact range of the high temperature area on the

surface of urban construction land is generally larger than its

physical boundary, where thermal diffusion phenomenon exists.

This paper generated a multi-ring buffer zone of 300–3000m (with a

spacing of 300m and a total of 10 rings) with seven types of urban

functional blocks as the core, constructed a thermal landscape

footprint characterization model, and explored the variability

characteristics of the surface thermal landscape footprint of
TABLE 3 The grade classification of urban thermal landscape.

Original thermal landscape Thermal landscape after excluding water bodies,
woodlands, etc.

Number of pixels (pcs) Percentage (%) Number of pixels (pcs) Percentage (%)

Low temperature zone 5069 1.00 181 0.04

Sub-medium temperature zone 18942 3.73 9547 2.06

Medium temperature zone 240867 47.43 216811 46.68

Sub-high temperature zone 211516 41.65 206520 44.47

High temperature zone 23246 4.58 23175 4.99

Extra-high temperature zone 8195 1.61 8194 1.76

Total 507835 100.00 464428 100.00
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various types of urban functional blocks. The mean value of surface

thermal field under each ring buffer was statistically calculated for

each urban functional block, and its changing trend was analyzed as

shown in Table 5 and Figure 8.

As the distance of the buffer zone increases, the mean value of

thermal field in the buffer zone of all urban function blocks,

excluding the strategic reserved blocks, tends to decrease
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 10
progressively, and the decreasing rate is basically from fast to flat.

Among them, the mean value of the thermal field of the industrial

development block decreases the most in the 2nd ring buffer zone,

reaching 0.41, and then the decrease tends to be stable, fluctuating

around 0.2, and the overall decrease of the mean value of the

thermal field reaches 0.58, which is much higher than that of other

urban functional blocks; under the logistics and storage blocks as
FIGURE 6

The spatial distribution of urban functional blocks. (A) Results of urban function block division. (B) Residential and living blocks. (C) Comprehensive
service blocks. (D) Commercial and business blocks. (E) Industrial development blocks. (F) Logistics and storage blocks. (G) Transportation hub
blocks. (H) Strategic reserved blocks.
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well as the comprehensive service blocks, the decreasing rate of the

mean thermal field of the buffer zone reaches the peak in the 4th

ring buffer zone and decreases significantly, after which it gradually

stabilizes; the decreasing rate of the mean value of the thermal field

in the buffer zone of the residential and living blocks, the

commercial and business blocks and the transportation hub

blocks reaches the highest in the 5th ring buffer zone. The mean

value of thermal field in the buffer zone of the strategic reserved

blocks tends to increase due to the relatively low temperature of its

internal thermal field, and basically shows a fast and then steady

growth trend. The above quantitative analysis reveals that the

surface thermal landscape within the seven types of urban

functional blocks can have significant impacts on the surrounding

areas, yet their impact range varies and the thermal landscape

footprint has obvious heterogeneity. When comparing the mean

value of thermal field in the 10th ring buffer zone of six types of

urban functional blocks (except the strategic reserved blocks), it is

indicated that the industrial development blocks have the largest

mean value of thermal field, which means that their thermal

landscape footprint may have the widest impact.

The mean value of the thermal field in the study area is 3.58. It is

determined that when the mean value of the thermal field in the

buffer zone is greater than that in the study area, the buffer zone is

still within the impact range of the thermal landscape of the urban

functional blocks at that time. The mean value of the thermal field

in the buffer zone of the industrial development blocks is always

higher than the mean value of the thermal field in the study area, as

shown in Figure 8, indicating that its thermal landscape footprint

has a wider impact and the thermal diffusion to the outside is

obvious. Both the residential and living blocks and the

comprehensive service blocks have a mean value of thermal field

larger than 3.58 in the 4th ring buffer zone, and the mean value of
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thermal field of the comprehensive service blocks is slightly larger

than that of the residential and living blocks, so the impact range of

the thermal landscape footprint of the comprehensive service blocks

is slightly larger than that of the residential and living blocks; the

thermal landscape footprint of the logistics and storage blocks is

impacted up to the 5th ring buffer zone, second only to the

industrial development blocks; in the 3rd ring buffer zone of the

commercial and business blocks and the transportation hub blocks,

the mean value of their thermal fields is larger than that of the study

area, and the impact range of the thermal landscape footprint of the

transportation hub blocks is smaller, with less obvious effect of

thermal diffusion outward. Based on the above quantitative analysis,

the impact range of thermal landscape footprint of six types of

urban functional blocks (except strategic reserved blocks) is ranked

as industrial development blocks > logistics and storage blocks >

comprehensive service blocks > residential and living blocks >

commercial and business blocks > transportation hub blocks.
6 Conclusion and discussion

6.1 Conclusion

This paper inverts the urban surface temperature based on

Landsat 8 remote sensing imagery, and uses OpenStreetMap (OSM)

road network data to divide the minimum urban land unit, and

constructs seven types of urban functional blocks based on POI data

using the kernel density analysis method. Meanwhile, this paper

also establishes the thermal landscape footprint characterization

model to study the impact range of thermal landscape footprint of

various types of functional blocks and quantitatively evaluates the
TABLE 4 The grade classification of Urban thermal landscape.

Type of
urban

functional
blocks

Average value of
thermal

landscape pixel

Percentage of each type of thermal landscape pixel (%)

Low
temperature

zone

Sub-medium
temperature

zone

Medium
temperature

zone

Sub-high
temperature

zone

High
temperature

zone

Extra-high
temperature

zone

Residential and
living blocks

3.53 0 1.6 49.73 43.9 4.08 0.69

Comprehensive
service blocks

3.69 0.06 1.53 39.40 49.99 6.15 2.87

Commercial
and business

blocks
3.48 0 0.34 58.08 36.64 3.36 1.58

Industrial
development

blocks
4.15 0.02 0.10 21.61 51.25 17.52 9.50

Logistics and
storage blocks

4.19 1.03 0.79 21.94 46.73 12.97 16.53

Transportation
hub blocks

3.73 0 1.2 32.38 59.84 5.7 0.88

Strategic
reserved blocks

3.33 0.11 6.58 54.59 37.55 1.11 0.05
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spatial variation characteristics of urban thermal landscape. The

following conclusions are mainly drawn from this study:

(1)The spatial distribution of urban functional blocks identified

based on POI data presents a high coupling with the POI kernel

density, and the area share of seven types of urban functional blocks

in the study area is ranked as residential and living blocks >
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 12
comprehensive service blocks > strategic reserved blocks >

industrial development blocks > commercial and business blocks

> logistics and storage blocks > transportation hub blocks.

(2)The surface thermal landscape of the seven types of urban

functional blocks is dominated by the pixels of medium and sub-

high temperature zones, while the distribution of thermal landscape
FIGURE 7

The spatial distribution of thermal landscape of various urban functional blocks. (A) Results of urban function block division. (B) Residential and living
blocks. (C) Comprehensive service blocks. (D) Commercial and business blocks. (E) Industrial development blocks. (F) Logistics and storage blocks.
(G) Transportation hub blocks. (H) Strategic reserved blocks.
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pixels of low temperature zones is not significant. The mean values

of surface thermal landscape of different types of urban functional

blocks are significantly dissimilar, and the relationship among their

sizes is logistics and storage blocks > industrial development blocks

> transportation hub blocks > comprehensive service blocks >

residential and living blocks > commercial and business blocks >

strategic reserved blocks.

(3)Apart from the strategic reserved blocks, the surface thermal

landscape within the other six types of urban functional blocks can

produce thermal diffusion to the surrounding areas, yet the impact

range varies and the thermal landscape footprint has obvious

heterogeneity. The impact range of the thermal landscape

footprint is ranked as industrial development blocks > logistics

and storage blocks > comprehensive service blocks > residential and
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 13
living blocks > commercial and business blocks > transportation

hub blocks.
6.2 Discussion

This paper integrates OpenStreetMap (OSM) and POI data to

divide urban functional blocks, which breaks through the limitation

of traditional land classification using remote sensing imagery,

constructs a thermal landscape footprint characterization model,

and achieves a fine quantitative analysis of the surface thermal

environment affected by different construction lands.

As the political and cultural center of Shaanxi Province, as well

as the core area of the “the Belt and Road” and the heart of the
TABLE 5 The statistical table of the average value of surface thermal field under the buffer zone of urban functional blocks.

Buffer
zone

distance
(m)

Average value of surface thermal field

Industrial
development

blocks

Logistics and
storage
blocks

Comprehensive
service blocks

Residential
and living
blocks

Commercial
and business

blocks

Transportation
hub blocks

Strategic
reserved
blocks

300 4.17 3.85 3.8 3.78 3.72 3.7 2.8

600 3.76 3.73 3.71 3.7 3.68 3.65 2.97

900 3.72 3.72 3.67 3.67 3.64 3.59 3.1

1200 3.72 3.64 3.6 3.59 3.54 3.53 3.17

1500 3.68 3.61 3.54 3.48 3.42 3.38 3.21

1800 3.66 3.58 3.55 3.48 3.40 3.32 3.25

2100 3.65 3.58 3.5 3.44 3.40 3.31 3.27

2400 3.64 3.56 3.5 3.43 3.35 3.30 3.38

2700 3.6 3.56 3.48 3.41 3.37 3.31 3.58

3000 3.59 3.50 3.45 3.37 3.34 3.27 3.6
FIGURE 8

The variation trend of the mean value of surface thermal field with buffer distance.
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Eurasian Continental Bridge Economic Belt, Xi’an’s rapid

urbanization has not only provided rapid GDP growth, but also

caused a series of environmental problems. Therefore, in this

context, this paper explores the impact mechanism and spatial

pattern of urban spatial structure on urban thermal environment

from a small scale, which is of great significance for scientific

guidance of urban planning and construction, mitigation of

Urban heat island effect, and promotion of sustainable urban

development. At the same time, it provides scientific reference for

the planning and management of urbanization development in

other regions of Shaanxi Province with Xi’an as the center.

The innovation of this article mainly lies in the accurate division

of urban functional blocks by combining OSM road network data

and POI data. Based on this, constructing a thermal landscape

footprint characterization model to explore the spatial

differentiation characteristics of urban thermal landscape is more

refined, which can quantify the spatial pattern of urban thermal

environment from a smaller scale, providing more accurate support

for related research in this field. Furthermore, this paper reveals that

the thermal environmental effects of different subtypes of

construction lands have obvious differences, as manifested in the

mean value of thermal landscape, grade distribution and the impact

range of thermal landscape footprint significantly varied within

different types of urban functional blocks. The impact range of the

thermal landscape footprint of industrial development blocks and

logistics and storage blocks is relatively wide, which is mainly

related to their high energy-consuming and high-emission

production activities, and the heat emission is obvious and

concentrated in the surrounding area, making the local surface

thermal environment change to form the heat island effect. The

surface heat comes not only from industrial energy emissions, but

also from anthropogenic heat emissions from residential life and

human’s own metabolism, and it is greatly influenced by population

density and intensity of human activities, hence the surface thermal

environment of residential and living blocks and comprehensive

service blocks, which are closely related to human life,

changes significantly.

Although this paper has a certain degree of scientific and

innovative study on the surface thermal landscape effect of

different types of construction lands at the microscopic scale,

some issues still exist for further consideration and improvement

due to the complex formation mechanism and influencing factors of

urban heat island effect. With the development of network

technology, the POI database is still in the process of continuous

expansion, and the data accuracy and information richness are also

upgraded accordingly, and the rich information in POI data of users

still needs to be further explored. For instance, the impact of human

activities on the surface thermal field cannot be reflected in some

remote mountainous areas due to the lack of POI data. Therefore, it

is necessary to further enrich the POI data and to consider adding

other factors to improve the validity of the model for thermal

landscape analysis. Meanwhile, the surface thermal field has the
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characteristics of dynamic changes of day–night and seasonal, and

has periodic changes even on both weekdays and non-weekdays. In

the subsequent work, the study of spatial variability of urban

thermal landscape under different time scales should be deepened.
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